Feaster Gym Floor and Bleacher Replacement

GA Brown finished pouring leveling compound on 9/3/14. RM Huffman began laying the vapor barrier and installing the subfloor on 09/04/14. GA Brown will begin installing the new wood floor today depending on humidity levels. The HVAC equipment was scheduled to run continuous over the weekend to meet install requirements. Gym was locked down to keep people off the floor until construction is complete. Please do not remove signs/ barriers.

RCB Aerospace Center Gutter Replacement

Scope of project includes removing EPDM flashing from existing stainless steel gutter seams. Soldering of gutter seams. Flashing coping seams. This work is due to frequent leaks from the gutters; the original design was flawed and seams are leaking.

Bids were received on 9/4/2014. N.F. Mansuetto & Sons was the apparent low bidder. The bids are under review.

Caperton Center Waterproofing

Fifteen contractors showed for the 8/19/2014 mandatory pre-bid. Four bids were received for this project on 8/28/2014. Keystone Waterproofing was the apparent low bidder. We’ve requested the contractor to review their bid as well as the architectural firm. We are awaiting confirmation including a letter of recommendation from the architect.